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THE BASIC PROPERTIES OF PHASE MATRICES 
OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS 
* 
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Abstract. The basic properties of the phase matrices of selfadjoint linear differential systems 
of the second order are studied. It is shown that these matrices have many properties similar to 
those of phase functions of scalar differential equations. 
Key words. Selfadjoint differential systems, phase matrix, isotropic solution, trigonometric 
matrices. 
1. Introduction 
We consider a linear differential system of the second order 
(1-1) y* +P(x)y = 09 
where y(x) is an ^-dimensional vector and P(x) is a continuous symmetric n x n 
matrix. Simultaneously with the system (1.1) we consider the associated matrix 
system 
(1.2 Y" +P(x)Y= 0.' 
The foflowing notation is used:. Cm(I) denotes the space of functions which are 
w-times continuously differentiable on an interval J, C°(I) means continuity. If F(x) 
is an arbitrary matrix, we write F(x) e Cm(7) if all elements of F(x) belong to Cm(I). 
FT denotes the transpose of the matrix F. If F is symmetric (i.e. FT =- F)y F > 0 
means that F is positive definite. Furthermore, if F > 0, F1/2 denotes the (unique) 
symmetric positive definite matrix for which F1/2F1/2 -= F. E denotes the unit 
matrix of arbitrary dimension. Troughout the paper the system (1.1) is investigated 
on some interval I of arbitrary kind (open or closed, bounded or unbounded) 
Recall that if Yx(x), Y2(x) are two solutions of (1.2) then Y\'(x) Y2(x) -
- Y\(x) Y2(x) =B K, where Kis a constant nxn matrix. A solution Y(x) of (1.2) 
is said to be isotropic if YT(x) Y'(x) - YTf(x) Y(x) « 0. 
Now let us consider the linear Hamiltonian system - . . . . . . ' 
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(1.3) S' = Q(x)C, 
C=-Q(x)S9 
where Q(x) e C°(I). If for some x0 e I S(x0) = A9 C(x0) = B and the matrices A9 B 
satisfy 
(1.4) ATA + BTB = £, 
v4T5 - BTA = 0, 
then 
(1.5) ST(x) S(x) + Cr(x) C(x) = E9 
ST(x) C(x) - CT(x) S(x) = 0. 
The matrices S(x)9 C(x) which are the solution of (1.3) satisfying (1.5) are called 
the matrix sines and cosines, see [1], 
Let U(x)9 V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which. 
(1.6) tlT,(jc) V(x) - UT(x) V'(x) = E. 
It was proved in [4] that there exist a symmetric nxn matrix A(x) e C3(7), A'(x) > 
> 0 on I and a nonsingular nxn matrix R(x) satisfying 
(1.7) (RT(x)R(x)y1 =A'(x), 
RT,(x) R(x) - RT(x) R\x) to 0 
such that U(x) and V(x) can be expressed in the form 
(1.8) U(x) = R(x) S(x)9 V(x) = R(x) C(x)9 
Where (S(x)9 C(x)) is a solution of (1.3) with Q(x) = A'(x) for which (1.5) holds. 
The matrix A(x) was called the phase matrix of (1.1) since it has similar properties 
as the phase function of the scalar differential equation y" + p(x) y = 0, see [2]. 
Further it was proved that the matrix R(x) and the matrix P(x) from (1.1) are 
connected by the relation 
(1.9) P(JC) = -*"(*) R'x(x) + (*(JC) RT(x))~2. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove some further properties of the phase 
matrices of (1.1), particularly, to describe the class of the phase matrices of (1.1). 
The solutions of all investigated differential equations and systems are considered 
in the classical sense. 
2. Auxiliary results 
To simplify our further calculation we prove first several auxiliary statements. 
Let U(x)9 V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2). These solutions are said to be 
independent if every solution Y(x) of (1.2) can be expressed in the form Y(x) = 
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= U(x) Ct •+ V(x) C2, where Cx, C2 are constant nxn matrices. It can be proved 
that U(x) and V(x) are independent if and only if the constant matrix UT(x) V'(x) — 
— UT'(x) V(x) is nonsingular, see [5]. 
Now we prove some properties of square matrices. 
Lemma 1. Let K, L, M, N be constant nxn matrices for which 
KTL - LTK = 0, 
(2.1) M rN - NrM = 0, 
KTN-LTM = E. 
Then 
KMT - MKT = 0, 
(2.2) LNT - NLT = 0, 
NKr - LMT -= E. 
Proof. From (2.1) it follows: 
hence 
(KT LT\( N -L\ (E0\ 
\MT NT)\-M K) = \0 E)' 
( N ~L\(KT L T \ / £ 0 \ 
\-M K)\MT NT) [p E) 
and thus NKT - LMT = E, NLT - LNT = 0, MKT - KMT = 0. 
Lemma 2. Let (S(x), C(x)) be a solution of (1.3) for which (1.5) holds. Then in all 
points where the matrix C(x) is nonsingular the matrix C~1(x) S(x) is symmetric and 
(2.3) (C-\x)S(x))' = C-1(x)Q(x)CT-\x) 
Proof. From (1.5) it follows 
(ST(x) -CT(x)\( S(x) C(x)\ (E 0\ 
\CT(x) ST(x))\-C(x) S(x)) \0 E) 
and by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1 we obtain 
(2.4) S(x) CT(x) - C(x) ST(x) = 0, 
S(x) ST(x) + C(x) CT(x) = E. 
From the first relation of (2.4) it follows C~1(x)S(x) = ST(x) C^Kx), hence 
C~l(x)S(x) is symmetric. The second relation of (1.5) gives S(x) C~1(x) =-
= CT~l(x) ST(x). Using this equality we have (C"1.?)' = -C~lCC-1S + C~lS' = 
= C^QSC-^S + C-XQC = C~1Q(SC-1S + C) = CT1Q(CT-1STS + 
+ CT~1CTC) = C-%QCT-1. 
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Now let S(x) and C(x) be the matrix sines and cosines. In all points where the 
matrix C(x) is nonsingular let us define the matrix T(x) = C~i(x) S(x). This 
matrix will be called the matrix tangents. If it is necessary to emphasize that 
(S(x)9 C(x)) is a solution of (1.3) with a matrix g(x), we shall write (S(x9 Q)9 C(x9 Q) 
and also T(x9 Q). To unify the matrix notation with the scalar notation it would 
perhaps be more suitable to denote these matrices S(x9 A)9 C(x9 A)9 T(x9 A)9 
X 
where A(x) = J Q(s) ds, since the functions s(x) = sin a(x), c(x) = cos <x(x) are 
the solution of s' = a'(x) c9 c' = — OL'(X)S. But we shall not change the matrix 
notation introduced by Barrett and many times used by Etgen, Reid and others. 
Remark 1. Some authors (e.g. Reid [6]) define the matrix tangents as the 
symmetric solution of the Riccati matrix-type equation T = TQ(x) T + Q(x\ 
i.e. T(x) = S(x) C~i(x). However, for our purpose it is useful to define T(x) = 
^C~1(x)S(x). 
Remark 2. Let U(x)9 V(x) be two isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which 
UT'(x) V(x) — UT(x) V'(x) = K9 where K is a symmetric positive definite or 
negative definite constant nxn matrix. In [4] it was shown that these solutions 
can be also expressed in the form (1.8) but the first relation of (1.5) must be replaced 
by ST(x) S(x) + CT(x) C(x) = K In this case we must consider the matrix T(x) = 
= C-l(x)S(x)K-K 
Finally, let P(x) e C°(I) be a symmetric nxn matrix and let M[P(x)*] denote the 
class of all differential systems of the second order y" + F(x) y = 0 with F(x) = 
= GTP(x)G9 where G is a constant orthonormal (i.e. G'
1 = GT)nxn matrix. 
In [4] it was proved that if A(x) is a phase matrix of the differential system y" + 
+ P(x) y = 0, then A(x) is also the phase matrix of y" + GTP(x) G = 0, where G is 
a constant orthonormal nxn matrix. Hence instead of saying "A(x) is a phase 
matrix of y" + P(x) y = 0" we shall sometimes say "A(x) is a phase matrix of 
M[p(x)y. 
3. The structure of the class of phase matrices 
It is known that two scalar functions a(x), /?(*) e C3(/), a'(x) ^ 0, /?'(*) # 0, 
are the phase functions of the scalar differential equation of the second order 
(3.1) y"+p(x)y = o 
if and only if in all points where the following expression is defined we have 
(3.2) tg P(x) = (ctga(x) + dT1 (atga(x) + b)9 
where a9 b9 c9 d are real constants and ad — be # 0, see [2]. For the phase matrices 
we*|yive the following statement. v 
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Theorem 1. Matrices Ax(x) e C
3(/), A\(x) > 0, / = 1, 2, are the phase matrices 
of M[P(x)] if and only if there exist constant nxn matrices K, L, M, N satisfying 
(2.1) such that in all points where the following expression is defined we have 
(3.3) T(x, A'2) = (T(x, A't) M + N)"
1 (T(x, A'x) K + I). 
Proof. To simplify our further calculation let us denote Ct(x) = C(x, A't), 
St(x) = S(x,A'i), Ti(x) = T(x,A'i), Qt(x) = A\(x), i = 1, 2, and let Rt(x) be the. 
nonsirigular matrices for which 
(3.4) RT(x)Ri(x) - RT(x)RKx) = 0, i.— 1,2. 
First, let us suppose that Ax(x) and A2(x) are the phase matrices of Af[P(x)]. 
Then 
(3.5) Yx(x) = Rx(x) Cx(x), 
Y2(x) = R2(x) C2(x) 
are solutions of (1.2). In all points where the matrices Yx(x) and Y2(x) are non-
singular 
(3.6) Zt(x) = Ux) $(Y[(s) Us))"
1 ds, 1 — 1.2, 
a 
are also isotropic solutions of (1.2), see [3], and 
(3.7) YT(x) ZKx) - Yj'(x) Zt(x) = £. 
Thus Yx(x), Zx(x) are independent solutions of (1.2) and hence Y2(x), Z2(x) can be 
expressed in the form a „linear combination" of Yx(x) and Zx(x) 
(3.8) Y2(x) = Yx(x) N + Zx(x) M, 
Z2(x) = Yx(x)L + Zx(x)K, 
where K,L, M, N are constant nxn matrices. Since Y2(x) is isotropic, the follow-





T' + MTZT')(YxN+ZxM)^ 
= NT(Y\Y; - rj'yj) .N + MT(Z\Z'X - z['zx) M + NT(Y\Z'L - r f ^ ) M +, 
+ MT(Z\Y'X - Z\'YX) N = N
rM - MTN = 0. . 
Similarly we prove that .SrrL - LTK = 0 and .KTN - LTM = .£, since Z2(x) is 
isotropic and (3.7) holds for i = 2. 
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= J?.(x) ct(x)(L + J C~\s) Qt(s) C[-\s)dsK). 
a 
In all points whefe both sides of the first relation of (3.9) are nonsingular we have 





Multiplying both sides of the second relation of (3.9) on the left by the correspond-





= (Yt(x) (N + JV .X) '
4 dsM))-1 (Yt(x) (L + f (Y
TYt) ~
l dsK)) = 
a a 
x x 
= (N + J Cr^.Cf"1 dsM)-1 (L + J Crater - .1 dsK) 
a a 
and from Lemma 2 we have 
T2(x) = (Tx(x) M + N)-
1 (T.(x) tf + L). 
Now, conversely, let us suppose that At(x) is a phase matrix of M[P(x)] and (3.3) 
holds, where K,L, M, N satisfy (2.1). We wish to prove that A2(x) is also a phase 
matrix of M[P(x)~. Differentiation of both sides of (3.3) gives 
T2(x) = -(Tt(x) M + JV)-
1 T[(x) M(Tt(x) M + At)"
1 (Tt(x) K + L) + 
+ (Ti(x)M + N)-
iTl(x)K, 
hence 
T2(X) = (r.(x) M + iVY
1 r/(x) (-M(T.(x) M + iNO"1 (r.(x) * + L) + K) = 
- (r.(x) M + N)-* T[(x) (-M(KTTt(x) + L
T) (MTtt(x) + N
7)"1 + 2Q = 
= (r.(x) M + .v)-1 r̂ (x) (-M2tTrx(x) - ML
T + ^MTr.(x) + £j\tT)x 
x (MTr.(x) + iv1)-1 = (r.(x) M + JV)-1 r/(x) (r.(x) M + N)T~\ 




= ( C r ^ S . ^ M + JV)-1Cr1(x)Gt(x)C[-
1(x)(Cr1(x)SI(x)M + JV)
7'1 = 
= (St(x) M + C.(x) N)-
1 Qt(x) (s.(x) M + C.(x) JV)
1""'1 
and hence 
Cft*) Ql\x) C2(x) - (S.(x) M + C.(x) N)
T&-'(*) (Si(*j M + C.(x) N). 
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The last equality and the fact that Qlx(x) = Rj(x) Rt(x), i = 1, 2, give 
(3.11) G2(x) R2(x) C2(x) = Gt(x) R,(x) (St(x) M + Ct(x) N)9 
where Gt(x) and G2(x) are certain orthonormal matrices. Let us denote G(x) = 
= Glx(x) Gt(x)9 U(x) = R2(x) C2(x)9 V(x) = Rx(x) (St(x) M + Ct(x) N). Then 
(3.11) can be rewritten as 
(3.12) U(x) = G(x) V(x) 
and a simple calculation gives 
(3.13) UT'(x) U(x) - UT(x) U'(x) = 0, 
VT'(x) V(x) - VT(x) V'(x) = 0. 
Substituting (3.12) in the first expression of (3.13) we obtain UT'U ~ UTU'~ 
= VTGT(G'V + GV) - (VT'G + VTGTf) GV = VTF' - VT'V + FT(GTG' -
- GT'G) V = VT(GTG' - GT'G) V = 0, hence GTG' - GT'G = 0. As G(x) is 
orthonormal, we have GTG' + GT'G = 0. From the last equalities it follows 
GT(x) G'(x) = 0, hence G'(x) = 0 and thus G(x) = G0, where G0 is a constant 
orthonormal nxn matrix. 
As At(x) is a phase matrix of M[P(x)], Rx(x) St(x) and -Ri(*) C^*) are in-
dependent solutions of Y" + GTP(x) GY = 0, where G is some constant ortho-
normal matrix. Hence R^(x) St(x) M + Rx(x) Ct(x) N is also a solution of this 
system and in all points where the matrix (Sx(x) M + Cx(x) N) is nonsingular 
we have 
GTP(x) G = ~(Rx(x) (St(x) M + Ct(x) N))"(Rl(x) (St(x) M + Ct(x) N)y
x = 
= -(GTR2(x) C2(x))" (G
TR2(x) C2(x))"
l. 
To simplify the further calculation let us denote H = GGT9 S(x) = 52(x), R(x) = 
- i?2(x) and C(x) = C2(x). The matrix H is orthonormal and H
TPH = 
= -(.RCy'CRC)-^ - ( ^ C + 2 ^ ' C ' + . R C ) C - 1 ^ 1 ^ - H ^ - 1 - RCC^R"1* 
+ 2R'(RTRy1SC-1R-1 = - J T J r 1 + 2inr1#T-1S'C-1.R-1 - -R(-e2S -
- QlQ C'R-1 = -U'JT1 + 2R'R-1RT-1SC-1R-1 - R(RTRyl(RTtR + 
+ .R^XH^-^C-1*-1 + - R 7 - 1 ^ ^ ) - 1 ^ ' 1 = -ITR"1 + 2-R'i^-1i?T~1x 
x^C" 1^- 1 + i?T-1(^T^)-1i?-1-2^T~1^Ti?'^-1i?T-15C"*1^'"1= - i ? ^ - ^ 
+ (^JR
T)""2. Thus HTP(x)H = --R2(*) .RJ
1^) + (JR2(X) R
T
2(x))~
2 and according 
to (1.9) A2(x) is also a phase matrix of M[P(x)\ The proof is complete. 
Now let us define a certain relation on the class of all phase matrices. Recall 
that this class is identical with the class of all n x n matrix functions A(x) e C3(/) 
for which A'(x) > 0. 
Definition. Let At(x)e C
3(7), At(x) > 0, i = 1, 2. We write Ax(x) s A2(x) if 




Theorem 2. The relation & is an equivalence on the class of all phase matrices. 
Proof, i) The reflexivity of _s is obvious by choosing L = M = 0 and K — 
= N = E. 
ii) The symmetry: From (3.3) we have 
T(x, A'x) = (-NT(x, A'2) + L)(MT(x, A'2) - K)~
l 
The symmetry of T(x, A'), i - 1,2, gives 
T(x, A'x) = (T(x, A'2)M
T - K^i-Tix, A'2)N
T + L) 
and (2.1) is satisfied by Lemma 1. 
iii) The transitivity: For simplification let us denote Tt = T(x, A't), i = 1,2, 3, 
and let 
T2 = (TXMX + NX)'
1(TXKX+LX), 
T3 = (T2M2 + .V,)-
1 (T2K2 + L2), 
where Kt,L„ M„N„i=\, 2, satisfy (2.1). Then 
T3 = ((TXMX + N,)'
1 (TXKX + Lx) M2 + NJ7
1 ((TXMX + At,)"
1 x 
x(TxKx +LX)K2 + L2) = 
= ((TXMX + N.rHT^Mi + LXM2 + TXMXN2 + i ^ ) ) "
1 x 
x((TxMx + NJ-^^K^ + LXK2 + TXMXL2 + NXL2)) = 
= (TXM + Ny^TiK + L), 
where K = KXK2 + MXL2, L = LXK2 + NXL2, M = KXM2 + MXM2, N = 
= LXM2 + NXN2. Let us verify the validity of (2.1). K
TL - LTK = (K\K\ + 
+ LT2M\) (LXK2 + NXL2) - (K\L\ + L
T
2N\) (KXK2 + MXL2) = K
T
2K\LXK2 + 













2(K\LX - L\KX) K2 + L
T
2(M\NX - N\MX)L2 + 
+ Kl(K\Nx - L\MX) L2 - L
T
2(N\KX - M\LX) K2 = 0. Similarly we prove that 
MTN — NTM = 0 and KTN — LTN = E. Hence the relation £ is transitive and 
the proof is complete. 
Theorems. Let A0,AX, A2 be arbitrary symmetric constant nxn matrices and 
Ax > 0. Then for -every x0e I there exists the only one phase matrix A(x) o/(l.l) 
for which 
A(x0) — A0 
A'(x0)^A± 
A"(x0) - A2. 
Proof If A(x) is a phase matrix of (1.1) then A(x) 4- K, where Kis a constant 
symmetric nxn matric, is also a phase matrix of (1.1). Thus, without loss of gene-
rality, we can suppose that A0 = 0. Recall that if a phase matrix A(x) is determined 
by a pair of isotropic solutions U(x), V(x), then these solutions can be expressed 
in the form (1.8) and 
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(3.14) A(x) = J (RT(s) R(s))~ * ds xtel 
where R(x) is a nonsingular nxn matrix satisfying 
(3.15) R(x) RT(x) = U(x) UT(x) + V(x) VT(x), 
RT'(x) R(x) - RT(x) R'(x) = 0. 
(The matrix R(x) is determined by (3.15) uniquely up to a right multiple by some 
constant orthonormal nxn matrix, see [4]). Let U0(x), V0(x) be two solutions of 







Then U(x), V(x) are both isotropic solutions of (1.2) for which (1.6) holds. Hence 
U(x) and V(x) can be expressed in the form (1.8) and the matrices S(x), C(x) can 
be chosen such that S(x0) = 0 and C(x0) = E. Now let R(x) be the matrix from 
this expression, then R(x0) = R(x0) C(x0) = V(x0) = (A\
l2)~x and R'(x0) = 
= *'(*0) C(x0) - R(x0) Q(x0) S(x0) = V'(x0) = ~(A\<
2y1A2A;
1. From (3.14) 
it follows ,4'(*o) = (RT(x0)R(x0)y
1 = At and A"(x0) = -(R
T(x0) R(x0)y
i x 
x(RT(x0) R'(x0) + ^
r ' ( ^ o ) ^ o ) ) (RT(x0) R(x0)y
1 = -Ax (-^A^A;
1 -
— — >4^1y42-41"
1 j-^i = A2. Choosing xt = x0 in (3.14) we obtain A(x0) = 0. 
2 
The proof is complete. 
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